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Mathematical and Quantative Methods 
 
The Reduction of Quadratic Forms to the Normal Form 







Abstract: The article treats the reduction of quadratic forms to the normal form by Gauss's method 
taking in discussing various determinants whose behavior will determine its nature. Applications of 
this method are illustrated for the most common production functions: Cobb-Douglas and CES. 
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1. Introduction 





jiij xxa  x=(x1,...,xn)R
n
. 
The quadratic form H is called positive definite if H(x)>0 x0, negative definite 
if H(x)<0 x0, positive semi-definite if H(x)0 xRn and x0R
n
-{0} such that 




-{0} such that 
H(x0)=0, semi-definite if x1,x2R
n
 such that H(x1)H(x2)<0. 
It is known that if a quadratic form is positive (negative) (semi) definite in a basis 
then it retains that character in any other basis. 








iiyb  xB=(y1,...,yn), mn. 
It follows from the above that, being given the normal form of H (whatever the 
process by which this is achieved), H is positive definite if and only if bi0, i=
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n,1 , negative definite if and only if bi0, i= n,1 , positive semi-definite if and 
only if mn and bi0, i= m,1 , negative semi-definite if and only if mn and bi0, 
i= m,1 , semi-definite if and only if ij= n,1  such that bi0, bj0. 
Relative to bringing a quadratic form to the normal expression are essentially three 
big methods. 
Jacobi’s Method 













, i= n,1  - the principal diagonal determinants. 
If i0 i= n,1  then there is a basis B=f1,...,fn obtained from the canonical basis 




















  . 
The method is limited by the fact that the determinants obtained from the first i 
rows and columns must be non-zero. If i= n,1  such that k0 k= 1i,1   
(considering 0=1 we can assume that the condition is always satisfied) and i=0, 
then it will investigate all determinants of the form: 
i-1,p=
pp1-i pp1







 with pi. If such a determinant is non-null, then after 















 the condition that i0 is satisfied. 
From the Jacobi‟s method is obtained that if i0 i= n,1  then H is positive 
definite, and if 
(-1)
ii0 i= n,1  then H is negative definite. 
The essential drawback of Jacobi‟s method is that all determinants i must be non-
null (regardless of any renumbering). The method also does not specify the nature 
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of quadratic form when i= n,1  such that k=0 k= n,1 , ki (obviously after 
possible renumbering). 
The Eigenvalues Method 
Considering the associated matrix of H, let the characteristic polynomial 







nn) where k 
is the sum of diagonal minors of order k of the matrix A. 
Considering the characteristic equation: P()=0, its roots are called the eigenvalues 
of the matrix A. For an eigenvalue , the vector vRn such that: Av=v is called 
eigenvector corresponding to . 
It is shown that the eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix are real. Considering the 























11 y...yy)x(H  . 
The eigenvalues method appears, at first sight, much better to determine the nature 
of quadratic form in the sense that H is positive definite if and only if i0, i= n,1
, negative definite if and only if i0, i= n,1 , positive semi-definite if and only if 
mn and i0, i= m,1  (therefore there are also null eigenvalues, but those non-
null are strictly positive), negative semi-definite if and only if mn and bi0, i=
m,1  (therefore there are also null eigenvalues, but those non-null are strictly 
negative), semi-definite if and only if ij= n,1  such that i0, j0 (so there are at 
least two eigenvalues of sign contrary). 
This method presents also a key deficiency, consisting in the difficulty of solving 
the characteristic equation (of n-th degree). 
The Gauss Method 
The Gauss method identifies the terms of the form 
2
iiixa  and builds a perfect 
square that contains all occurrences of the variable xi. The process is continued on 
the remaining quadratic form. If there is no term of the form 
2
iiixa , then it 
identifies a mixed term: aijxixj with aij0. If no such term appears, the process ends. 
If so, it is considered a change of variable of the form: xi=yi+yj, xj=yi-yj obtaining 





2. Preliminary Results 

























, k= n,1  - the prinicipal diagonal determinants 










It is noted that, due to the symmetry of the matrix A, we have: k,ij=k,ji. We also 































 where =  tk1,..., , =  
t
k1,..., , =






































 obtained by deleting the rows 
p and q and the columns r and s. For k=2 we define rs,pq =1. 
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It is noted that due to symmetry, we have: k,=k, and k,. 
The proofs of the following two lemmas are absolutely trivial, following the 
Laplace development of appropriate determinants. 
Lemma 2.1 

























































Be the vectors =  tk1,..., , =  
t
k1,..., , =  
t






k,k,-k,k,-k  ,k =






















From lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 it follows: 
k,k,-k,k,-k  ,k =




























   
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Be the vectors =  tk1,..., , =  
t




 and ,,,R. 
Then: 
k,k,-k,k,-k  ,k =




























krs,pqqrpsprqs  =0, pq, rs, p,q,r,s= k,1 , k2. 
Proof 
Let P(k): krs,pqqrpsprqs  =0, pq, rs, p,q,r,s= k,1 . 



















 - symmetrical. We have 9 variants: 
 p=1, q=2, r=1, s=2; 
 p=1, q=3, r=1, s=2; 
 p=2, q=3, r=1, s=2; 
 p=1, q=2, r=1, s=3; 
 p=1, q=3, r=1, s=3; 
 p=2, q=3, r=1, s=3; 
 p=1, q=2, r=2, s=3; 
 p=1, q=3, r=2, s=3; 
 p=2, q=3, r=2, s=3 
We will proof the equality for on variant, for the others doing analogously. 
Let, for example: p=1, q=2, r=1, s=3. Then: 
313,1221131123  = 
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Therefore, P(3) is true. Assuming P(i) true i= k,3 , let P(k+1): 
1krs,pqqrpsprqs  =0, pq, rs, p,q,r,s= 1k,1  . 
Let k-1= rs,pq  obtained from k+1 by removing the rows p and q and the columns r 
and s. 
Considering in Lemma 2.3: =the column r, = the column s, =the row p, = the 
row q of k+1, =apr, =aps, =aqr, =aqs it follows first: 










From Lemma 2.3, it follows: 
(-1)
r+s+p+q  1krs,pqqrpsprqs  =k-1,k-1,-k-1,k-1,-k-1  ,1k = 





















1 =0 from the induction 
hypothesis (where ij are appropriates minors of k-1. 
Corollary 2.2 
Be the vectors =  tk1,..., , =  
t
k1,..., , =  
t





,,,R, k2. Then: k,k,-k,k,-k  ,k =0. 
Proof 
It follows from lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. 
Lemma 2.5 






For k=1 we will prove directly. 
We have therefore: 





























































From corollary 2.1, for =  t1k k1k 1 ,...,a   , =  
t





=ak+1 k+1, =ak+1 j, 
=ai k+1, =aij we have: 
ij,1kkj 1k,ki 1k,k1kij,k   =




















From Lemma 2.4, we have krs,pqqrpsprqs  =0, pq, rs, p,q,r,s= k,1 , 
k2. 
It follows therefore: ij,1kkj 1k,ki 1k,k1kij,k   =0. 
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3. A New Approach of the Gauss Method 





























































































































jj1111 xaxa  the others 
remaining the same. 

















































, i0 i= k,1  
 Since P(1) is true, suppose P(k) true. If i= n,1k   such that: k,ii0 then, after a 












































































































































































































































































ii 1k,k1k1k xx . 





























































and P(k+1) is also true. 
Suppose now that 1,...,k0 and all k,ii=0 i= n,1k  . 
































We have now two cases: 




































































we have: x= BBcM y from where H(x)=   xHx cB





=   yHy B
t  





























































































 and thus proceed 
as above. 
We assume (again after a possible renumbering) that: k,k+1 k+20 therefore: xk+1=
2
zz 2k1k    and xk+2=
2
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In particular, for ====   kksign2   it follows: 












































   
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       











































































kn,1k3k k,1k2k k,1k1k k,1kk
2n,13k 2,12k 2,11k 2,1k2,12























we have: x= BBcM y from where H(x)=   xHx cB





=   yHy B
t
. 













































































, i,j= n,3k  . 











jiij xxa  x=(x1,...,xn)R
n
 we have: 


























iki,1kkk xx , k= n,1 , 0=1. 


























iki,1kkk xx , k= n,1 , 0=1. 
3. If 1,...,k0, k,ii=0 i= n,1k   and ij= n,1k   such that k,ij0 then the 
normal form of H is: 






















,  n3k x,...,x'x   

































































jiij xxa  x=(x1,...,xn)R
n
 it follows 
(after a possible renumbering): 
1. The quadratic form is positive definite if and only if: 1,...,n0; 
2. The quadratic form is negative definite if and only if: (-1)kk0 k= n,1 ; 
3. The quadratic form is positive semi-definite if and only if: k= n,1  such that: 
1,...,k0 and k,ij=0 i,j= n,1k  ; 
4. The quadratic form is negative semi-definite if and only if: k= n,1  such that:    
(-1)
ii0, i= k,1  and k,ij=0 i,j= n,1k  ; 
5. The quadratic form is semi-definite if and only if: 
a. 1,...,n0, but do not meet 1 or 2; 
b. k= n,1  such that 1,...,k0 not meeting 1 or 2 and i,j= n,1k  : k,ij=0; 
c. k= n,1  such that 1,...,k0, k,ii=0 i= n,1k   and i,j= n,1k   such that 
k,ij0. 
We ask now the question what happens to the coefficient Cij of xixj from n'H . 
We have Cij= j 2k,ki 1k,k2k 1k,kij,k 2   . 
How Cij=Cji it follows: j 2k,ki 1k,k   = i 2k,kj 1k,k   . 
Noting ij the determinant obtaind by board k with the columns k+2 and j and the 
rows k+1 and i, from corollary 2, it follows: 
(1) ijk2k j,k1k i,k1k 2k,kij,k    ik+2, jk+3 
In particular, for i=j, we have: 
(2) iik2k i,k1k i,k1k 2k,kii,k    ik+3 
How ii,k =0, it follows: 
(3) iik2k i,k1k i,k    




(4) ij,1kkj 1k,ki 1k,k1kij,k    i,jk+2 k2 
How k+1=k,k+1 k+1=0, we get from (4): 
(5) ij,1kkj 1k,ki 1k,k    
In particular, for i=j: 
(6) ii,1kk
2
i 1k,k    
For i=k+2 în (6): 
(7) 2kk2k 2k,1kk
2
2k 1k,k    
therefore implicitly k+20. 
From (5), for j=k+2: 
(8) i 2k,1kk2k 1k,ki 1k,k    





j 1k,kj 2k,ki 1k,k    
From (6) and (9): 











  if jj,1k 0 
If jj,1k =0 then, from (6) it follows: j 1k,k  =0, and from (5) it follows: ij,1k =0. 
Also, from (3) it follows: jj =0. 
Therefore, if jj,1k 0 then: 







 and, in 
particular: Cjj= jjk2   
and if jj,1k =0 then: Cij= 2k 1k,kij,k   and, in particular: Cjj=0. 
Therefore: 


































































































































4. Bordered Matrices 






















































, k= n,1 . 
From Lemma 2.1, we have: 
B








bb1  where rs is the appropriate 














































































from where: Bbk =
1k
k
  if k0. 



















































































































Therefore, for 1,...,k0 the normal form of )b(H
B
k  is: 
)b(HBk =  2kk1k2221211k c...cc    
where c=(c1,...,ck) are the coordinates of b in the new basis. 
As a result of these relations, it follows that if: 1,...,k0 then: 
B
k 0. If (-1)
ii0 
i= k,1  then: sign( Bk )=sign(k) therefore (-1)
k B
k 0. 
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Analogously the things happen if 1,...,p0 and ij,p =0 i,j= k,1p  . In this case, 
the normal form of )b(HBk  is: 
H
B
(b)=  2pp1p2221211p c...cc    
where c=(c1,...,ck) are the coordinates of b in the new basis. 
As a result of these relations, it follows that if: 1,...,p0 and ij,p =0 i,j= k,1p   
then: Bk 0. If (-1)
ii0 i= p,1  then: sign(
B
k )=sign(k) therefore (-1)
k B
k 0. 
If H is semi-definite, the problem is more complicated. So, in the case of 








bb1  if 
B
k  is semi-definite then b‟, b”R
k
 such 
that )'b(Bk 0, )"b(
B
k 0. Difficult issue arises where for another determinant 
B
s , 
sk, which signs depending on the values of b is not strictly determined, the values 
b‟, b”Rk are not necessarily the same as in the case of Bk . 
 
5. The Convexity of the Functions 
We present in this section some of the remarkable results of concavity or quasi-
concavity of functions. 
Definition 5.1 A subset DRn is called convex if x,yD [0,1]x+(1-
)yD. 
From definition, it follows that D is convex if and only if for any two points 
x,yD, the segment [x,y]D. 
Definition 5.2 A function f:DRnR is called convex if x,yD [0,1] 
follows 
f(x+(1-)y)f(x)+(1-)f(y). 
Definition 5.3 A function f:DRnR is called concave if x,yD [0,1] 
follows 
f(x+(1-)y)f(x)+(1-)f(y). 
From the definitions, it follows that a function is convex (concave) if and only if 
for any segment [x,y]D the values of the restriction function is under (above) or 
on the chord determined by the values of the function on the extremities of its. 






Definition 5.5 A function f:DRnR is called strictly concave if x,yD 
(0,1) follows 
f(x+(1-)y)f(x)+(1-)f(y). 
From these definitions, it follows that a function is strictly convex (concave) if and 
only if for any segment [x,y]D the values of the restriction function is under 
(above) the chord determined by the values of the function on the extremities of its. 
Definition 5.6 A function f:DRnR, D – convex, is called quasiconvex if 
x,yD [0,1] then: f(x+(1-)y)max(f(x),f(y)). 
Definition 5.7 A function f:DRnR, D – convex, is called quasiconcave if 
x,yD [0,1] then: f(x+(1-)y)min(f(x),f(y)). 
From the definitions, it follows that a function is quasiconvex (quasiconcave) if 
and only if for any segment [x,y]D the values of the restriction function is under 
(above) the maximum (minimum) level registered by the function at the ends. 
Definition 5.8 A function f:DRnR, D – convex, is called strictly quasiconvex 
if xyD (0,1) then: f(x+(1-)y)max(f(x),f(y)). 
Definition 5.9 A function f:DRnR, D – convex, is called strictly quasiconcave 
if xyD (0,1) then: f(x+(1-)y)min(f(x),f(y)). 
From the definitions, it follows that a function is strictly quasiconvex 
(quasiconcave) if and only if for any segment [x,y]D the values of the restriction 
function is strictly under (above) the maximum (minimum) level registered by the 
function at the ends. 
Theorem 5.1 If A function f:DRnR, D – convex, is quasiconvex 
(quasiconcave, convex, concave) then –f is quasiconcave (quasiconvex, concave, 
convex). 
After this theorem, where not explicitly stated, we state the results only for concave 
functions, ie quasi-concave. 
Theorem 5.2 A function f:DRnR, D – convex, is quasiconcave (quasiconvex) 
if and only if 
f
-1
[a,) (f-1(-,a]) is convex aR. 
Theorem 5.3 If a function f:DRnR, D – convex, is concave then it is 
quasiconcave. 
Remark 5.1 A function quasiconcave is not necessarily concave. 
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Theorem 5.4 If a function f:DRnR, D – convex, is quasiconcave then f is 
quasiconcave 0. 
Theorem 5.5 If the functions fk:DR
nR, D – convex, k= m,1 , are quasiconvex 
then pi0, i= m,1  the function f=max(p1f1,...,pmfm) is also quasiconvex. 
Theorem 5.6 If the functions fk:DR
nR, D – convex, k= m,1 , are quasiconcave 
then pi0, i= m,1  the function f=min(p1f1,...,pmfm) is also quasiconcave. 
Theorem 5.7 If the function f:DRnR, D – convex, is quasiconvex 
(quasiconcave), and g:RR is increasing, the function gf:DR is quasiconvex 
(quasiconcave). 
Theorem 5.8 If the function f:DRnR, D – convex, is of class C1(D) then it is 














)()y(f)x(f  x,yD 
Theorem 5.9 If the function f:DRnR, D – convex, is of class C1(D) then it is 














)()y(f)x(f  x,yD 
Theorem 5.10 If the function f:DRnR, D – convex, is of class C1(D) then it is 
quasiconcave (strictly quasiconcave) if and only if: 












Theorem 5.11 If the function f:DRnR, D – convex, is of class C1(D) then it is 
quasiconvex (strictly quasiconvex) if and only if: 












Definition 5.6 A function f:DRnR, D – convex, fC1(D) is called 
















Definition 5.7 A function f:DRnR, D – convex, fC1(D) is called pseudo-












Suppose, in what follows, that f:DRnR, D – convex, is of class C2(D). 
Let x0D. From Taylor series expansion: 





















































)x(f)hx(f , (0,1) 


























)x(f)hx(f , (0,1) 














Like a conclusion, if d
2
f is negative semi-definite then f is concave. 
Conversely, if f is concave, suppose that d
2
f is not negative-semi-definite. In this 










0. Because the function f is of class 
C
2










0 xV. Let r0 
such that the n-sphere of center x‟ and radius r: B(x‟,r)={xRn r'xx  }V. 


























)'x(f)x(f , (0,1) 
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)'x(f)x(f 0 which 
contradicts the fact that the function is concave. 
The proof is analogous in the case of convexity. Therefore: 
Theorem 5.12 If the function f:DRnR, D – convex, is of class C2(D) then it is 
concave (convex) if and only if d
2
f is negative (positive) semi-definite. 
 Suppose now that d
2

























0. Therefore, the function is strictly concave. Analogously is shown for strictly 
convex functions. 
Theorem 5.13 If the function f:DRnR, D – convex, is of class C2(D) then if d2f 
is negative (positive) definite, the function is strictly concave (strictly convex). 
The reciprocal question is: if f is strictly concave then d
2
f is defined negatively? 
The answer is unfortunately negative, meaning that d
2
f is negative semi-definite. 
Now consider a function f:DR+


























































































































































































































, k= n,1  
Theorem 5.14 If the function f:DR+
nR, D – convex, fC2(D) is quasiconcave 




3 0,... (the determinants signs being alternate). 
Theorem 5.15 In order that the function f:DR+
nR, D – convex, fC2(D) be 






3 <0,... (the determinants signs 
being alternate). 
Theorem 5.16 If the function f:DR+










Theorem 5.17 In order that the function f:DR+
nR, D – convex, fC2(D) be 









Remark 5.2 From Section 3, we have seen that if f is concave (convex, strictly 
concave, strictly convex) then (-1)
kk0 (k0, (-1)
kk0, k0). From Section 4, it 
follows that the function is quasiconcave (quasiconvex, strictly quasiconcave, 
strictly quasiconvex). 
 
6. The Convexity Analysis of Production Functions 
6.1. The Cobb-Douglas Function 
The Cobb-Douglas function has the following expression: 
f:D nR -{0}R+, (x1,...,xn)f(x1,...,xn)=
n1
n1 x...Ax
 R+ (x1,...,xn)D, AR+, 
1,...,n0 











   i= n,1  
















  ij= n,1  












   i= n,1  










































We have now: 



















kk 1x...xA1 k1 , k= n,1 . 
k,ij=      





















  , k= n,1 , ij, 
i,jk+1 
We note first that k,ij0, k= n,1 , ij, i,jk+1. 













We get therefore that: 












11sign 0, k= n,1  implies that f is strictly convex. We have 
however, for k=1: 1-10, and for k=2: 1-1-20 therefore: 11, 1+21 which 





















i1 0 or k,p=










i1 0 then f has a saddle point; 

















i1 =0) then: 












11sign 0, k= 1n,1   implies the fact that f is convex. In this case, 
















i1sign 0, k= 1n,1   implies the fact that f is concave. 
In particular, for the Cobb-Douglas function: f(x1,...,xn)= 21 21 xAx

, 1,20, we 
have: 
 1+21implies the fact that f is strictly concave; 
 1+21 implies the fact that f has saddle points, therefore it is not convex and 
not concave; 
 1+2=1 implies the fact that f is concave. 
6.2. The CES Function 
The CES function has the following expression: 





















Computing the partial derivatives of first and second order, we get: 

























































































































































i= n,1  
The Hessian matrix is: 
Hf=
 




















































































































































































































































































































































































0, k= n,1 , ij, i,jk+1 
If 1 then k0, k= 1n,1   and n=0. In this case, the function is convex (non 
strictly). 
If 1 then (-1)kk0 and n=0, the function being concave (non strictly). 
  




7. The Analysis of Quasi-Concavity of Production Functions 
7.1. The Cobb-Douglas Function 
































































































































 , k= n,1 . Because (-1)ksign( Bk )0 it follows 
that the function is strictly quasiconcave. From Section 6, we have seen that for 
some values of i, i= n,1  the function has allow saddle points, therefore it was not 
concave and not convex. On the other hand, we have seen now that the function is 
strictly quasiconcave. 
7.2. The CES function 
Let the bordered Hessian matrix: 
 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































 , k= n,1 . 
If 1 then (-1)ksign( Bk )0 therefore the function is quasiconcave. 
If 1 then sign( Bk )0 therefore the function is quasiconvex. 
 
7. Conclusions 
The above analysis reveals several aspects. On the one hand, the Gauss method of 
reducing a quadratic form to the normal form using determinants (unlike classical 
algorithm) gives clues to its nature without necessarily having to actually obtain the 
normal form. On the other hand, makes a strong link with the theory of bordered 
matrices, the matrix remaining after removal behavior board determines, in some 
cases, the behavior of the original matrix. The production function analysis reveals 
that, despite the fact that they are not necessarily concave or strictly concave, they 
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